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Note On
The Birth of Life
“With that I felt something enter into me, and it filled me, and all my parts, in such a sacred manner,
which gave me to believe that the New Compacted Body, which had been opened and promised,
was now stirring and giving proof of its real existence...”
Jane Lead, May 11, 1676. Fountain of Gardens, Vol. 1, 9:14, SDV

1. The Birth of Life is the Incarnation of Christ in the soul. 1F 9:15; IN 1:4
2. This Birth of Life, through incarnation of the Firstborn Jesus in the soul, can save and redeem
from all sin, so as to be spotless, and immaculate, even as Christ was. 1F 9:15
3. Is the riding power and triumphing birth of the more excellent Life of the Holy Ghost. 1F 6:8
4. Must be nourished through a Sanctuary Diet, as prescribed by the Divine Wisdom.1F 8:9
5. Is the “Wonder-Birth.” 1F 9:18.
6. Is the Everlasting Body of the Spirit of Jesus. 1F 9:14.
7. Once coming to be quickened, shall never die. 1F 9:14.
8. Jane Lead received this Birth of Life on May 11, 1676. 1F 9:14.
9. It enters the soul, and fills in a sacred manner, giving evidence that the New Compacted Body is
now stirring and giving proof of its real existence. 1F 9:14.
10. Is the foundation of Eternal Life. 1F 9:15.
11. One who receives this Birth of Life is a Chosen Witness of Christ's Risen Body. 1F 9:15
12. Those who receive this life are predestinated to represent Christ in plurality. 1F 9:15
13. Is the New-Creation-Life. 1F 9:15
14. Is what is needed to restore our lost virginity. 1F 9:15
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15. Is the perfect nature of Jesus, for essential growing in us. 1F 9:16
16. This Birth of Life is a “felt” presence, as a “quickening,” with powerful stirrings, so that we may
know in ourselves the Lord to be risen. 1F 9:16.
17. Though its growth is gradual, the Birth itself comes “suddenly.” 1F 9:18.
18. Once received, we are to take great care and charge of this young plant, and nurse it up with its
own virgin-milk. 1F 9:18; EW 1:17c.
19. Never dare lay it to any other breast; for it is designed to be brought up by the Incorruptible
Word, until it be wise and all knowing, and impregnably strong. 1F 9:18.
20. Once received, this Birth of Life is made known to us, as another Spirit, acting and moving within us, in this new begotten birth. 1F 9:20.
21. Is what enables us for philosophic teaching, in all hidden Magia of Wisdom’s secrets. 1F 9:20.
22. Its Birth is from Mount Zion, high, great, pure and spiritual. 1F 9:20.
23. It must have no tutor, teacher, or governor but what comes from out of the Royal City, the New
Jerusalem, by God the Father’s commission. 1F 9:20.
24. Is the True Nazarite. 1F 9:21.
25. Those who receive this Birth of Life are now under the charter and laws of the Jerusalem-free;
born from above, and not from beneath; though in the world, yet not of it. 1F 10:3.
26. This Birth of Life is a mere stranger in this world; all its care is to keep itself, that the Evil One
may not touch him, nor mislead him, through introducing false light…1F 10:3.
27. Those who receive this Birth of Life now have the imprinted name of Jesus in them. 1F 10:5.
28. Those who receive this Birth of Life are chosen to impersonate Jesus on earth. 1F 10:7.
29. This Birth of Life must go through three stages of life-birth-growth birth-degrees. 1F 10:7.
30. Only when all three degrees have been entered into, can the chosen ones bring forth this life into
visible manifestation. 1F 10:8.
31. The Birth of Life is the branch; Jesus Christ is the Tree/Vine. CJB 12:2.
32. The New Birth of Life is out of the Word of Eternal Life, which became Man, and that must become Man in us, or else we cannot see God. 1AP 85.
33. We are to bear the dying-mark or crucifixion to the degenerated birth…renouncing the Earthly
born life and worldly principle…being thus buried with Christ in death…till the Lord the Quickening Spirit shall descend, to become a life-quickening birth, whereby a new creaturely formation
is brought forth, according to the nature of the divine humanity of Christ: which will gradually
spring and grow in every such one. 3M 10; Eph 2:1, 5.
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34. In the state of their infancy and minority, as soon as they are spiritually born, care is to be taken
that this holy birth draw the sustenance of life from no other than its own Virgin Mother, whose
breast must at all times satisfy and nourish. EW 1:17c.
35. According to what it sucks in, such is the kind, nature, and quality of the birth; for it draws in the
spirit and life of its mother. Therefore hang not upon any strange breast. EW 1:17c.
36. The Birth of Life MUST BE proved and tested, in the same way that the Lord was proved and
tested. JPL 4.
37. Is the Lily-Birth. 1F 10:2.
38. Is the true Regeneration in Christ. EN 5:2; HS 1:4; MM 19:23; EP 4:93.
39. Is the life of the Holy Jesus in us by a Birth from Him. RNR 2.
40. The Birth of Life is a continual strife and labor. The more we labor in God’s vineyard, the more
fruit we shall obtain and eternally enjoy. EP 5:61.
41. Is preceded by a hunger in the human property; of the hunger unto death was made a hunger to
life. Sig. 11:67.
42. The Birth of Life is The Word, out of the center of God, that is God’s own life, become man, and
has given a new birth in himself to the poor soul whose image was now corrupted. IN 27:5.
43. Is called the “Essential Birth.” RR 23:5
44. Grows daily and increases in wisdom and strength. RR 23:5
45. This One Essential Birth of Life is not to be taken in by verbal comprehension, knowledge or understanding. No such thing. But the Spirit of Truth and Revelation opens Himself in the Fiery Essence of the Soul…RR 31:1.
46. Is entrance into the New Birth into the life of Christ. 3FL 1:22.
47. Is the life of Christ born and risen in the soul that receives it. NB 66.
48. Is the birth of the Son of God in the soul. NB 114, 118
49. Is nothing else but a Birth of the Divine Nature within. AAC 92
50. Is the Birth of Divine Love within the soul. AAC 140.
51. Is obtained through a baptism into a Birth of Life of God in the soul, without which, it cannot be
said that we have found Christ and the Kingdom of God. AAC 145.
52. Is the New Birth of the Spirit, or the Divine Life in Man. AAC 235.
53. Is the true forgiveness of sins. For what is the sinful state of man, but the loss of that Divine Nature, which cannot sin. CL 4:27.
54. The life of the Deity can only arise by a birth in us, by the hunger and faith and desire of the
heart, or the working of the will turned to it. CL 12:3.
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55. Is the New Birth of the glorious Life which we have lost. WTK 1:50.
56. Is that birth by which we are regenerated. 3P 22:7.
57. Regeneration is a real Birth of the Divine Life in the soul. AAD 1:28, 1:31d.
58. Is the True Baptism into the Name of the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost. AAD 1:21.
59. Is the heavenly Life, and Birth of Light and Holy Spirit of God which Adam had quite extinguished, and which is to be kindled or regenerated again. AAD 3:6a.
60. Is the New Birth from a Second Adam. AAC 3:7a.
61. The Birth of Life in its beginning states is the Aurora. 1F 10:3.
62. The Birth of Life is the “sapphire stone” Philosopher’s Stone?, which changes gross metals into
bright transparent gold. 1F 10:15.
63. Is the White Robe of the Resurrection. 1F 9:14, 17.
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